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What to Talk About?
My main research area is theoretical analysis of MCMC algorithms.
But you’ve all heard me discuss that before . . .
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Instead: Statistics and the Law! It started with a book . . .
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Which Led to the Lottery Retailer Scandal
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Globe & Mail Front Page
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Toronto Star
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Globe & Mail Editorial
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Which Had Serious Consequences
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Including Ontario Legislature Debate
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And Ultimately to Criminal Charges
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Could the True Winners be Found?
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Found them!
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And It All Followed From Statistics

• Later cases in many other provinces, some U.S. states.
• Detailed article: www.probability.ca/lotteryscandal
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This Story Connected Me to the Legal World
• Spoke at Toronto Police Services fraud conference, 2007. And:
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And Led to Some Academic Legal Research
• Law prof Albert Yoon: Which U.S. Supreme Court justices rely
most on their law clerks to help them write their decisions?
• Idea: Using clerks would lead to more variable writing style.
• So: Measure the variability in the frequency of different
“function words” (e.g. all, have, not, than, with).
• (cf. Mosteller and Wallace, JASA 1963, re Federalist Papers)
• Wrote programs, analysed the texts, produced rankings.
• Confirmed some previous beliefs. Found some new results too.
• Submitted to JASA – Applications and Case Studies . . .
• Published instead in Annals of Applied Statistics. (Quadfecta!)
• Companion piece in Cornell Law Review. (Told law friend . . . )
• Canadian Supreme Court: University of Toronto Law Journal
• And, this work must be important, because . . .
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Statistical Standards in Legal Cases
I gave talks to lawyers and judges: Canadian Institute for the
Administration of Justice, Irish Supreme Court justices, . . .
Standard for criminal conviction: “Beyond a reasonable doubt.”
e.g. Ireland Public Prosecutions: “The judge or jury has to be
convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that a person is guilty. It is
not enough for them to think that the accused is probably guilty.”
Somewhere between “probably” and “certainty”. Huh? Between
“< 100%” and “100%”? Human judgement! Expert testimony?
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Example: The case of Sally Clark
• Solicitor in Cheshire, England.
• Had two sons; each died in infancy.
• “cot death” (SIDS)? Or murder!?!
• Testimony by paediatrician Sir Roy
Meadow: “the odds against two cot deaths
in the same family are 73 million to one”.
• Convicted! Jailed! Vilified! Third son
temporarily taken away!
Was “73 million to one” computed correctly?
And, was it the right thing to compute? No!
How did Meadow compute that “73 million to one”?
He said the probability of one child dying of SIDS was
one in 8,543. Then for two children dying, he multiplied:
(1/8, 543) × (1/8, 543) = 1/72, 982, 849 ≈ 1/73, 000, 000.
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Clark Case: Valid Probability Calculation?
• Was the figure 1/8,543 valid? Not really!
The overall probability of SIDS in the U.K. was (then) 1/1,303.
Meadow “adjusted” for family circumstances that lower it (no
smokers, parent employed, mother over 26), but ignored other
factors which raise it (e.g. twice as likely for boys as girls).
• Multiplication: independent? No! SIDS tends to run in families,
so a second SIDS case is about 7 times more likely.
• True probability ≈ 1 / 240, 000. Sufficient to convict?
• No! Multiple testing problem! Millions of families in the U.K. /
World! Use a Bonferroni correction? (“Out of how many?”)
• Objections from Royal Statistical Society, Medical Council.
• Sally Clark was eventually acquitted, on second appeal,
after more than three years in jail. But she never recovered
psychologically, and died of alcohol poisoning four years later.
• Several other people’s convictions also overturned on appeal.
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A Related Case: Waneta & Tim Hoyt (New York)
• Had five babies in 1965 – 1971. All died.
Ages (months): 3, 28, 1.5, 2.5, 2.5.
Pediatrician Alfred Steinschneider investigated,
wrote 1972 article for journal Pediatrics.
Conclusion: “genetically-linked SIDS”.
• In 1977, they were allowed to adopt
a son, who survived to adulthood.
• In 1985, some prosecutors and pathologists got suspicious, and
investigated. Eventually, Waneta Hoyt confessed to suffocating all
five children, to stop them from crying.
• She later “recanted” her confession, but was still convicted.
• Using the above factors, the probability should be about
.
1 / [(1303)5 /74 ] = 1 / 1.5 trillion.
Should this have led to an earlier conviction? Suspicions at least!
• Statistical evidence can indicate guilt . . . if you’re careful.
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A Case I was Involved With: Leighton Hay
• Accused as an accomplice in a 2002 murder.
• Witnesses: Hair was “two inch picky dreads”.
• But Hay was shaved nearly bald when arrested.
• Prosecution: He shaved his head afterwards!
• Evidence: Tiny hair clippings in a garbage
bin and on an electric shaver in his home.
• Convicted in 2004. Fresh SCC appeal in 2011.
• Question: Were those clippings from a scalp?
Sample: Scalp hairs usually ≤ 125 microns thick, but beard hairs
often thicker. (They tried to exclude the 125 micron ones, too.)
My expert report: Of the 368 clippings collected, the number from
a scalp was between 0 and 106 (29%), with the rest from a beard.
• Gave deposition. Cross-examined: aggressive! 2013 SCC 61
judgment: New trial! Hay released from jail. Not re-tried.
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Another Case I was Involved With: Yuk Yuen Lee
• Accused in 2013 of running a marijuana grow-up in Toronto.
• Police seized 1378 + 2240 plants, all claimed to be marijuana.
• However, they only actually tested 2 + 1 of them (!).
• Convicted at trial. But what about the sentence?
• If more than 500 plants, then mandatory three-year jail term.
My expert report: The testing only showed that at least 138 + 16
of the plants were marijuana (exact 99% confidence interval).
• Testimony. Cross-examination: attacks! (references . . . )
2017 ONSC 2403 judgment: “Crown counsel suggests that
Professor Rosenthal misrepresented the evidence [which] substantially undermined his credibility. . . . I did not find Professor
Rosenthal lacking in credibility. . . . His evidence did not misrepresent in any way. . . . I do not accept that the Crown has
established the number of marijuana plants”
Sentence: Just the time already served. (Another case, too.)
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A Commercial Case: Oil Shipping Liability
• Rail fees for transporting dangerous goods are based on the
amount of “risk” they entail. How to estimate this?
• Measure used: “Total Exposure (N%)”, i.e. the N th percentile
of damage values. Here N = 99.7 or 99.9 or 99.97; extreme events.
• But only 17 observations. So, they extrapolated. But different
distributions/percentiles give very different estimates (factor > 30):

• Sent my memo. Received. Payment? Feedback? (Months later.)
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Statistics and the Law: Reflections
• Lots of potential for academic statistical analysis of law data.
• In legal trials, statistics can be misused, to wrongly imply guilt.
• But they can also help to analyse and clarify evidence – good.
• Fact: I’m currently engaged in another case (delayed by covid).
Opposing “expert”: attacks! Statisticians are nicer! (Donation . . . )
• Be cautious before agreeing. (Pressure?) (Unpaid colleague!)
• Being a statistical expert witness can be: Interesting! Different!
Impactful! Satisfying! And . . . very well paid! (hourly or fixed?)
• But it can also be: Time-consuming! Annoying! Frustrating!
And, the “adversarial” system can be unpleasant – even nasty!
• And yet . . . if we statisticians don’t do it, then who will?
Article www.probability.ca/justice, book Knock On Wood (ch. 19).
www.probability.ca / @ProbabilityProf / jeff@math.toronto.edu
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